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In the theory of diagram geometries as studied, for instance, in 
Buekenhout [2] and Tits [3] one is using an axiom of strong connectivity 
(SC)* 
Our purpose is to prove that an apparently weaker version of this axiom is 
in fact equivalent to it. Let us recall some definitions given in [2]. 
Let d be a set of indices. A geometry Z over d is a triple (S, Z, t), where S 
is the set of elements of Z, Z a symmetric, reflexive relation on S, called 
incidence, and c is a surjective mapping from S in A, called type function, 
with the following condition: (W) the restriction oft to every maximal set of 
pairwise incident elements of Z is a bijection onto A (transversality 
property). A flag F of Z is a set of pairwise incident elements of Z. The type 
of a flag F is the set t(F). The residue of a flag F in Z is the geometry Z’, = 
(S,, IF, tF) over A - t(F), where S, denotes the elements of Z not in F and 
incident to all elements of F, and IF (resp. t,) is the restriction of Z (resp. t) 
to S,. The rank r(Z) of a geometry over A is the cardinality of A, i.e., the 
number of distinct types. 
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(SC) The geometry I-= (S, I, t) is said to be strongly connected if for 
every distinct i, j E A, t-‘(i) U t-‘(j) is connected in the graphtheoretical 
sense for the restriction of I to it and the same holds in every residue r, for 
any flag F. 
Our weaker version of (SC) is as follows. 
(C) The geometry r= (S, 1, t) over A has property (C) if (S, I) is a 
connected graph and if the same holds for the residue r, for every flag F 
such that r, has rank r > 2. 
THEOREM. If r= (S, I, t) is a geometry over A and if A is finite then 
(SC) and (C) are equivalent. 
Proof: It is obvious that (SC) implies (C) so we concentrate on the other 
implication. 
(1) First we show by induction on the rank r of r that t-‘(i) U t-‘(j) 
is connected for every i, j E A. Clearly if r = 2 then t-‘(i) U f-‘(j) is 
connected. So we assume r > 3. Let Vi, Vi be elements of type i and j. In 
view of the connectivity of S there exists a chain from Vi to Vj. Let 
V,IX,IX, * * * ZVj be that chain. Assume X, is the first element which is not 
of type i and not of type j. In the residue rxt of X,, t- ‘(i) U t-‘(j) restricted 
to rxk is connected by induction. By (TP) there exists at least one element 
Yk-i (resp. Yk+,) in t-‘(i)Ut-‘(j) which is incident to X, and Xk-i (resp. 
X, and &+A. In rxk, induction provides a chain from Yk- i to Yk+ , all of 
whose elements are in t-‘(i) U t-‘(j). Applying this procedure for all such 
elements X, gives the desired result. 
(2) Let F be a flag of K r,. is connected by hypothesis and the same 
holds for every residue (r,), of any flag E of r, since (r,), = r,, . By (1) 
we obtain that t - l(i) U t - l(j) restricted to r, is connected. 
Comments. (1) In situations where one has to prove’ (SC) our theorem 
may be of some help. We observe that Aschbacher deals with such a 
situation in [ 11. 
(2) Is it really necessary to require connectivity in every residue of r? 
The following example is one in which the full geometry and all its residues 
but one are connected. 
Let I’, be a geometry over A of any rank r satisfying (SC). Let Tz be an 
isomorphic copy of r,, disjoint from r, and still over A. Take a geometry r 
consisting of r, U r, and an additional element p whose type is a new 
element t(p) not in A. Incidence in r is as in r, and in r, and moreover p is 
incident to all other elements. Then rp is not connected while all other 
residues and r itself are connected. 
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